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a b s t r a c t

Carbon molecular sieve (CMS) hollow fibers are a special class of rigid, molecular sieving membranes
with unique scalability and excellent separation properties for challenging gas-pairs. These high-
performing membranes are subject to moderate productivity losses and selectivity gains over time via
a phenomenon typically referred to as physical aging. This article considers the role of slit bypass pores in
physical aging as sensed by membrane property changes of CMS derived from aromatic polyimide
precursors. Such pores are believed to be edge imperfections between adjacent ultramicroporous plates
that may tighten over time, causing a reduction in penetrant diffusion coefficients. The envisioned
mechanism leading to such slit bypass pores and their effects on penetrant transport are considered here
from a fundamental perspective. Importantly, these slit bypass pores can be manipulated to suppress
physical aging in CMS hollow fiber membranes, therefore enabling attractive long-term separation
properties for multiple challenging applications.

© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Carbon, in its many forms, has broad and important applica-
tions; herein we specifically focus on a particularly important
application of carbon - in making large-scale membranes for
challenging separations. Membranes provide an energy-efficient
alternative to thermal-based separation processes with lower CO2
footprint, enabled by their size and shape discriminating abilities
between molecular penetrants [1]. While reverse osmosis accounts
for ~65% of the desalination market [2], the area of gas separation is
still dominated by conventional separation processes like amine
scrubbing and distillation. The challenge lies in designing mem-
branes with the combined attributes of attractive separation
properties, easy scalability and long-term stability [3]. Polymer
membranes are easily processable into hollow fiber formats and
represent the current state-of-the-art commercial membrane ma-
terials. However, the performance of such membranes is limited by
the permeability-selectivity trade-off and the loss of attractive
separation factors under high feed pressures [3]. Rigid, molecular
sieving materials therefore must be developed to solve some of the
.

most pressing separation needs of the chemical and petrochemical
industries. Carbon molecular sieve (CMS) membranes, the end-
products of high-temperature pyrolysis of polymer precursors,
especially polyimides, are a class of high-performing membranes
with sub-Å molecular discriminating ability. The performance of
these rigid, nanoporous molecular sieving membranes exceed the
so-called “polymer performance upper-bound” for many chal-
lenging gas-pairs like CO2/CH4, O2/N2, and olefin/paraffin pairs [4].
As shown in Fig. 1, such membranes are envisioned to consist of
rigid, aromatized strands packed in the form of plates, which in
turn arrange to form a cellular amorphous structure with long-
range disorder. Such an arrangement leads to a bimodal pore-size
distribution in CMS membranes [5]. A critical aspect of these
membranes is their ability to be processed into asymmetric hollow
fiber membranes with thin selective layers [6]. Such asymmetric
hollow fibers can be packed effectively into membrane modules,
thereby forming exceptionally high-productivity separation tools.

In this article, we consider a new feature viz. slit bypass pores,
whose manipulation allows control of physical aging in CMS
membranes. (Note: The first public disclosure of this new feature
was done during a AIChE 2018 presentation [7] and in this article,
we elaborate on our discussion in detail). Similar to glassy poly-
mers, physical aging in CMS membranes is characterized by pro-
ductivity losses over time, accompanied by an increase in the
separation factors between penetrants. Unlike glassy polymers
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Fig. 1. (a) Chemical structure of 6FDA:BPDA-DAM(X¼ 1; Y¼ 1) copolyimide structure and (b) Turbostratic carbon structure with idealized micropore and ultramicropore structure.
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [4]. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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where this phenomenon can be reversed by heating the membrane
beyond its Tg [8e10], physical aging in CMS is often thought to lead
to irreversible productivity loss. While moisture chemisorption on
carbon is a factor which can also contribute to productivity loss
[11], the most significant contribution arises from physical/
morphological changes, as established by Xu et al. [10]. Controlling
physical aging in CMS membranes is desirable to maintain their
attractive transport properties. As we establish in the following
sections, reduction in penetrant diffusion coefficients, with mini-
mal changes in the overall sorption capacities, is consistent with
tightening of slit bypass pores. This observation implies that, pre-
venting slit bypass pores from tightening offers a way to suppress
physical aging in CMS membranes. In this article, we focus on the
fundamental impact of these features on transport through CMS
membranes, as well as methods to suppress their tightening.

2. Theory and background

2.1. Structure of CMS membranes

CMS membranes are made via high-temperature pyrolysis
(>500 �C) of polymer precursors in an essentially inert environ-
ment. Different precursor materials like polyimides [12,13],
phenolic resin [14,15], cellulose acetate [16,17], polymers of
intrinsic microporosity (PIMs) [18e20] etc., have been used as the
starting materials. In this work, we focus on 6FDA:BPDA-DAM(1:1)
copolyimide, which has been previously shown to form high-
performance CMS membranes for various gas-pairs separations
[4]. The copolyimide structure is shown in Fig. 1a. The CMS struc-
ture is believed to consist of rigid aromatized strands with ultra-
microporous (d< 7 Å) slits between the strands. These slits
determine the precise molecular discriminating abilities of CMS
membranes. The strands, created during backbone fracture in py-
rolysis, should tend to organize to form plates with microporous
voids (7 Å< d< 20 Å) between them. Such a self-organizing process
is believed to be driven by entropic factors, rather like that for liquid
crystalline materials [5]. The unusual morphology provides long
diffusion jump lengths and high sorption capacities to molecular
penetrants. Fig. 1b below depicts the basic building block and
essentially bimodal structure of these membranes.
2.2. Transport in CMS membranes

Transport through CMS membranes is governed by a sorption-
diffusion mechanism. According to this mechanism, gas mole-
cules are initially sorbed at the upstreammembrane surface, and by
virtue of a chemical potential gradient, diffuse across the mem-
brane and ultimately desorb from the downstream surface. The
permeability of a component A (Eq. (1)), across a membrane with
selective layer thickness L, is determined by its steady state flux
(NA) through the membrane under a given transmembrane partial
pressure difference ðDpAÞ.

PA ¼ NA � L
DpA

(1)

For non-ideal mixed gas feeds, DpA is replaced by the trans-
membrane fugacity difference.

Permeability can also be represented by the product of diffusion
coefficient (DA) and sorption coefficient (SA), as shown by Eq. (2).

PA¼DA � SA (2)

The practical productivity of a membrane for a given penetrant
A is defined by permeance ðP=LÞA, which is simply the intrinsic
permeability normalized by selective layer thickness.

�
P
L

�
A
¼ NA

DpA
(3)

The ideal selectivity aA=B for two penetrants, A & B, is repre-
sented by Eq. (4) as the ratio of the component permeabilities or
permeances.

aA=B ¼
PA
PB

¼ðP=LÞA
ðP=LÞB

(4)

Permeability is most commonly expressed in Barrers, where
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1 Barrer ¼ 10�10 ccðSTPÞ$ cm
cm2: s: cm Hg

(5)

Permeance is expressed in terms of Gas Permeation Unit (GPU)
where

1 GPU ¼ 10�6 ccðSTPÞ
cm2: s: cm Hg

(6)

3. Materials and methods

3.1. Materials

The precursor studied here was a high glass transition co-
polyamide, 6FDA:BPDA-DAM(1:1), whose synthesis and proper-
ties were described earlier [10]and is shown in Fig. 1a. Detailed
fiber spinning procedures and equipments are given in our earlier
publications [21]. Sure-seal bottles of dichloromethane (DCM),
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, were used for dense film casting. N-
methyl pyrrolidone (NMP) (20 L) and Acetone (20 L), used for
cleaning the different parts of the pyrolysis furnace, were pur-
chased from BDH Chemicals Co. Pure-component Air, Argon, CO2
and CH4 gases (Ultra high purity) were purchased from Airgas
(Radnor Township, PA), while 50:50 CO2:CH4 mixed gas (±1% blend
accuracy) was purchased from Nexair (Memphis, TN). All fittings
used for module making were purchased from Swagelok® Georgia.

3.2. Casting of polymer dense films

To enable comparison between the dense films and fibers, the
films were formed by dissolving the hollow fibers in a suitable
solvent (DCM). The precursor fibers were dried under vacuum for
12 h at 120 �C. The fibers were then dissolved in DCM to form a 3wt
% solution. This solution was kept on a roller overnight to ensure
complete dissolution of the polymer and then filtered through a
0.2-mm hydrophobic PTFE syringe filter (Millipore Sigma). The
filtered solution was placed in a glove bag containing two excess
DCM reservoirs. After being flushed with N2, the glove bag was
sealed and left for 3 h to allow the atmosphere to saturate with
DCM, and the solutions were cast onto a Teflon plate. The cast films
were maintained for 3 days with slow evaporation to form polymer
films to minimize stresses, and they were dried for 24 h at 120 �C to
remove any residual solvent.

3.3. Formation of CMS hollow fibers

Pyrolysis of polymer films and fibers was carried out in a three-
zone furnace (model # XST-3-024-3C, Thermcraft, Inc., Winston-
Salem, NC), equipped with three independent controllers, as
shown schematically shown in Fig. 2. The fibers were placed on a
stainless-steel wire mesh (McMaster Carr, Robbinsville, NJ), and
films on quartz supports (United Silica Products, Franklin, NJ), and
Fig. 2. Schematic of three-zone furnace used for pyrolysis.
loaded in a quartz tube (National Scientific Co., Quakertown, PA).
Both ends of the quartz tubes were sealed with metal flanges and
silicon O-rings (Model # EQeFIe60, MTI Corporation, Richmond,
CA). For all experiments, the quartz tubewas purged with 500 sccm
UHP Argon for at least 8 h, ensuring the O2 level �1 ppm. The flow
rate was maintained by a mass flow controller (model # MC-500-
SCCM-D, Alicat Scientific, Marana, AZ) and the O2 concentration
was monitored using a calibrated O2-sensor (Rapidox 2100 Series,
Cambridge Sensotec Ltd, Cambridge, England).

A rigorous cleaning procedure for the furnace parts (flanges,
tubings etc.) was followed between consecutive runs to prevent
cross-contaminations, and 1/800 tubing used as the vent for the
pyrolysis system was replaced for every run. The flanges were
cleaned with hot NMP (T~ 90e100 �C) for at least 6 h, followed by
consecutive DI water and acetonewashes for 6 h each, before finally
drying the parts at 210 �C in a convection oven. The quartz tube and
SS mesh/quartz plates were rinsed with acetone prior to the “burn-
out” procedure, to ensure thorough removal of contaminants.

The “burn-out” was performed under 500-sccm UHP air flow
with the following protocol:

1. Starting point - 50 �C
2. Ramp to 900 �C in 80min
3. Soak at 900 �C for 6 h
4. Naturally cool to 50 �C under 500-sccm airflow

The 550 �C/UHP Argon pyrolysis protocol noted below was used
to create the final CMS:

Starting point - 50 �C.

1. Ramp to 250 �C in 15min (13.33 �C/min)
2. Ramp to 535 �C in 74min (3.85 �C/min)
3. Ramp to 550 �C in 60min (0.25 �C/min)
4. Soak at 550 �C for 120min
5. Naturally cool to 50 �C under 500-sccm UHP Argon
3.4. Construction of CMS hollow fiber modules

CMS hollow fibers were potted into lab-scale modules with
~12 cm effective lengths, as described earlier [21]. 3M DP-100
epoxy was used for module construction, and modules were
tested 24 h after potting to ensure complete epoxy curing.

3.5. Hollow fiber permeation testing procedure

Two modes of testing were used in this study: constant volume
and constant pressure, and as discussed later, the two approaches
have somewhat different impacts on physical aging of the CMS
membranes.

3.5.1. Constant volume permeation
CMS single-fiber modules were characterized using variable

pressure-constant volume permeation systems with calibrated
downstream volumes [21,22]. Prior to testing, the modules were
evacuated for at least 30min, to verify an overall leak rate of <1% of
the expected permeation rate. A feed gas comprising 50:50
CO2:CH4was used in tests with a constant upstream pressure of 100
psia at 35 �C. The downstream receiver was maintained under
vacuum by constant evacuation to pressures <0.5 torr. The gas was
fed on the shell-side of the module, and the permeate was collected
from the bore end of the fiber. The permeation rate was computed
using the pressure rise rate in the known downstream volume of
the system during a short period, in which the downstream pres-
sure was allowed to rise to�10 torr. A�1% stage-cut (i.e., permeate
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flow rate� 1% total feed flow rate) was maintained to avoid con-
centration polarization. The composition of the permeate stream
was analyzed with a gas chromatograph (Bruker 450) equipped
with a Thermal Conductivity Detector (TCD). Replicate modules
were run for each experimental condition to ensure result
reproducibility.
3.5.2. Constant pressure permeation
Long-term permeation tests were performed in a constant

pressure mode typical of practical separation conditions. In these
experiments, the single-fiber CMS fiber modules were maintained
under constant upstream pressure at 35 �C. Steady state permeate
flow rates were measured using bubble flowmeters, and for mixed
gas (50:50 CO2:CH4) tests, the retentate flow ratewasmaintained at
100X the permeate flow rate (1% stage cut). The permeate stream
composition was determined using the same gas chromatograph
described earlier.
3.6. Storage of CMS hollow fiber modules

For aging studies, CMS hollow fiber membranes were stored for
21 days under different aging environments e(i) 50 psia N2, (ii)114
psia CO2, and (iii) 28 psia C3H6. The membrane modules were
directly connected to the respective supply line via the membrane
bore side and flushed carefully before capping off the other ends.
This flushing procedure ensured complete removal of any sorbed
vapors/gases. Fig. 3 provides a visual for describing the procedure.
Initially, B1 is attached to the feed (CO2/N2/C3

00) line, with S1, S2,
and B2 all open to the atmosphere. The feed line is then pressurized
to the desired pressure, allowing the storage “agent” to flow
through B1 to B2 and into the atmosphere. After approximately
5min, B2 is capped, forcing the gas to permeate through the CMS
and out through S1 and S2. Finally, S1 and S2 are capped after
15min.
3.7. Pressure-decay sorption experiments

Gas sorption measurements were done using a pressure-decay
method as described earlier [23]. The CMS films or fiber samples
were carefully fractured and loaded in the sorption cell in clean
aluminum foils. The system was degassed for ~3 h prior to starting
the sorption test. The reservoir was filled with the desired pressure
of gas and after ~20min of thermal equilibration, the valve between
the reservoir and the cell was opened to introduce the gas to the
sample. The pressure in the reservoir and the sorption cell were
monitored with pressure transducers through LabVIEW. The pres-
sure isotherms were measured from ~15 psia to 250 psia at 35 �C.
Each pressure point was given approximately 4e8 h to ensure
equilibrium is reached; however, little change occurred after 1e2 h.
The CO2 and CH4 isotherms were measured on the same samples
with 3 h degassing in between. For aging experiments, the sample
was stored under 50 psia N2 at 25 �C/vacuum at 35 �C for a specified
amount of time before redoing the CO2 and CH4 isotherms.
Fig. 3. A typical CMS membrane module with ¼” SS fittings connected to a feed gas
line.
4. Results and discussion

4.1. Physical aging effects in asymmetric CMS hollow fiber
membranes

As noted earlier, CMS membranes show attractive separation
properties for many challenging penetrant-pairs, exceeding the
properties of its startingmaterial, i.e., the 6FDA-copolyimide. In this
work, we specifically focus on CO2/CH4 separation, which is a key
gas pair for natural gas purification. Some performance variability
was observed between individual modules, and the distribution of
P/L and selectivity values for 21 modules is shown in Fig. S1 (sup-
plementary information). For CMS membranes pyrolyzed under
550 �C/UHP Ar, the average (for 21 modules) initial CO2 P/L (per-
meance) values was ~316 (±92) GPU with CO2/CH4 selectivities of
~32 (±4), when tested under 100 psia 50:50 CO2:CH4 mixed gas at
35 �C in the constant volume testing mode noted above in Section
3.5.1. After constant volume permeation at the outset of this work,
50-psia N2 storage conditionwas used between testing. This choice
was made as a simple environment to store membrane modules,
which could also be used during shipment to application sites.
Surprisingly, we noticed that storage under 50 psia N2 for 3 weeks
led to ~23% reduction in P/L with a corresponding ~23% rise in
selectivity, shown in Fig. 4. The results corresponding to the “fresh”
and “N2-aged” CMS membranes are shown in Fig. 4. Storage under
pure CO2 and under continuous 50:50 CO2:CH4 feed are discussed
later.

Besides the above conditions, vacuum storage was explored and
found to cause a 60% drop in CO2 P/L with 57% rise in selectivity
after only 18 h [Note: Although considerable variability is evident
in the initial CO2 permeances of the “fresh” CMS fibers, despite the
differences in initial permeances, the percentage loss in P/L’s and
increase in a0s for each fiber was relatively similar after N2/vacuum
storage. These data for each of the modules tested are provided in
the supplementary information- Table S1(a&b)]. Depending on the
storage conditions, the modules eventually stabilized but clearly
lost some of the productivities of the “fresh”modules. In this paper,
we focus on the fundamental aspects of physical aging and describe
scalable techniques to minimize such performance loss. Similar
fundamental analyses have been done for traditional glassy poly-
mers [24] and semi-rigid polymers like polymers of intrinsic
microporosity (PIMs) [25], but such studies are rare for CMS
materials.
Fig. 4. Transport properties of “fresh” CMS membrane and “3 weeks N2-aged” CMS
membranes.
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4.2. Deconvoluting diffusion and sorption contributions

Change in permeability coefficient, by definition, is reflective of
either change in sorption coefficient or diffusion coefficientdor
both. To deconvolute these effects, we used the pressure decay
sorption method to measure sorption coefficients of these mem-
branes, before and after aging in the specified environment. Since
50 psia N2 at 25 �C was our original storage medium of interest, the
CMS sorption samples were “aged” in that environment for 3
weeks. Interestingly, as shown in Fig. 5a&b, the sorption coefficient
remains practically unchanged with aging. Physical aging is a
fundamental CMS property related to changes in the selective CMS
skin microstructure. It should be noted that the sorption experi-
ments were done on hollow fiber samples with 15 mm dense skins,
which account for ~50% of the total fiber walls. An important
concern was that subtle pore structure changes in the skin might
not be adequately reflected in sorption measurements done on
these asymmetric hollow fiber structures. We addressed this
concern by comparing the absolute sorption amounts of films vs.
fibers, and our experimental results showed that the sorption co-
efficients in films and fibers were practically identical (Fig. S2).
Moreover, we exposed the dense films for about amonth of vacuum
and no discernible sorption changes were evident, exactly likewhat
we observed for the N2-aged hollow fiber samples. (Fig. S3). This
further shows, that even for more drastic aging environments (i.e.,
vacuum), the membrane sorption coefficient did not significantly
change, so sample to sample variations in this key parameter are
minimal.

By contrast, the membranes lost ~50% of their initial P/L’s after
just 18 h of vacuum. The decrease in permeability coefficient
therefore is essentially wholly attributed to reductions in diffusion
coefficients. In fact, as shown in Table 1a, the DCO2/L and DCH4/L
were reduced by 1.3X and 1.6X respectively after 3 weeks of N2-
storage. Moreover, deconvolution of the permselectivities into
diffusion and sorption selectivities clearly showed that aging-
induced increase in permselectivities are essentially associated
with increase in diffusion selectivities with constant sorption se-
lectivities (Table 1b).

It is important to note that the physical aging phenomenon,
which causes a gradual productivity decline over time, is different
from the rapid hyperskin collapse phenomenon during actual
Fig. 5. Pressure decay sorption isotherms of “fresh” an
pyrolysis described in our recent paper [26]. Specifically, the
hyperskin is a portion of the total selective layer and comprises the
topmost skin layer generated at the CMS-air interface by collapse
via a “house-of-cards” e type mechanism. This rapidly formed thin
outer layer reduces permeances of thin-skinned CMS hollow fibers
far below (~6-8X) the range expected from the corresponding dense
film properties, due to a series resistance addition effect [21]. Such a
hyperskin, while also present in thick dense CMS films is almost
inconsequential due to its much lower proportional contribution to
the total selective layer resistance. This hyperskin collapse is a high-
temperature (>500 �C) activated process and should be essentially
complete by the end of the cooling period. Further collapse after
soak and cooling is not expected under ambient conditions during
which physical aging occurs. The permeance reductions, as
exhibited in the results shown in Fig. 4, are therefore primarily
indicative of structural changes in the “bulk skin”. The “bulk skin”
refers to the major portion of the selective layer, which retains the
usual microporous structure shown in Fig. 1b, exclusive of the
hyperskin effects [21].

The absence of sorption changes before and after aging strongly
suggests that the microporous voids between the ultramicroporous
plates, which account for most of the sorption sites, do not undergo
significant changes. Specifically, physical aging in CMS primarily
appears to be a diffusion-driven process caused by tightening of
ultramicropores, which affects diffusion properties of the CMS
membrane. In fact, the pores at the upper size-end of the ultra-
micropore distribution likely contribute mostly to such changes.
We term these larger ultramicropores as “slit bypass pores” and
these entities are discussed in detail in the following section.
Clearly our results are based only on 6FDA:BPDA-DAM-based CMS
membranes, and some differences may exist for CMS made from
other polyimide precursors [12]. This fact notwithstanding, we
expect the general trends and our conclusions to be relevant to
most aromatic polyimide-derived CMS that are processed as we
have done here.
4.3. Relevance of slit bypass pores to CMS physical aging

4.3.1. Hypothetical formation of slit bypass pores
Unaltered sorption capacities before and after aging establish

the ultramicroporous regions as the locus of CMS physical aging.
d “N2-aged” CMS for (a) CO2 and (b) CH4 at 35 �C.



Table 1(a)
Deconvolution of CO2 and CH4 permeation coefficients into diffusion and sorption coefficients at 50 psia partial pressure for each component and 35 �C for fresh and 50-psia N2

aged CMS.

Gas Permeance P/L (¼ D/L� S) 1 GPU ¼ 10�6ccðSTPÞ
cm2: s: cm Hg

Sorption coefficient (S)
ccðSTPÞ

cm3: cm Hg
Thickness normalized diffusivity (D/L) 10�4cm

s

Fresh CMS CO2 266.7± 95.9 0.36 7.4± 2.7
CH4 8.1± 4.1 0.26 0.3± 0.2

N2-aged CMS CO2 205.6± 68.4 0.36 5.7± 1.9
CH4 5.2± 2.7 0.26 0.2± 0.1

Table 1(b)
Deconvolution of CO2/CH4 permselectivities into diffusion and sorption selectivities at 50 psia partial pressure for each component and 35 �C for fresh and 50-psia N2 aged CMS.

Permselectivity (aP¼ as� aD) Sorption selectivity (as) Diffusion selectivity (aD)

Fresh CMS 34.2± 3.6 1.4 24.7± 2.6
N2-aged CMS 42.2± 6.0 1.4 30.5± 4.3

Fig. 7. Qualitative representation of slit bypass pores as part of the typically envisioned
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Based on our previously discussed understanding of the CMS
structure, the slits between the aromatized strands make up the
ultramicroporous regions of the membranes. Despite this view,
rather than the usual slits, edge-imperfections between the
neighboring ultramicroporous plates may be primarily responsible
for physical aging. For convenience of discussion, we term these
imperfect features slit bypass pores. To understand our vision of the
mechanism bywhich these imperfections arise during the pyrolysis
process and affect transport through these membranes, the pyrol-
ysis mechanism proposed by Rungta et al. [5], is useful. Since the
full mechanism has been discussed in detail earlier, here we only
focus on the details relevant to slit bypass pores formation, as
highlighted in Fig. 6.

During pyrolysis, random coil polyimide chains undergo
aromatization and stress-induced fragmentation to form mobile,
structural strands. Motivated by an entropy-driven organization
process, these strands arrange themselves into packable entities
like plates in a manner similar to that driving the organization of
liquid crystals. Prior to the pyrolysis soak period, defects exist be-
tween the ultramicroporous plates in the form of slit bypass pores,
as shown in Fig. 6(iv). Such defects may even be associated with
local Knudsen transport between micropores and may lack precise
molecular discriminating abilities. During integrated processing
involving high-temperature soak and natural cooling etc. slit bypass
Fig. 6. Simplified version of the envisioned mechanism of transforming a random copolyim
interest for this article. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [5]. (A colour version of this
pores should continue to be refined along with the other structural
elements, as depicted in Fig. 6(iv)/(v). Such refinement ultimately
leads to plates with excellent molecular sieving abilities for chal-
lenging gas penetrants (e.g., CO2/CH4). Herein however, we further
hypothesize that slit bypass pores, originating as defects between
ultramicroporous plates evolve to ultramicroporous imperfections,
illustrated in Fig. 7. Early on after CMS formation at standard testing
ide to amorphous carbon membranes via pyrolysis. The steps (iv)-(v) are primarily of
figure can be viewed online.)

bimodal pore-size distribution curve.
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temperatures, such imperfections are larger than the usual slits and
comprise the upper end of the ultramicropore distribution (Fig. 7).

We hypothesize that the transition from Fig. 6(iv) to Fig. 7 is
driven by attractive edge interactions between adjacent ultra-
microporous plates rather than entropic factors. While a tendency
to eliminate such slit bypass pores exists, hindered diffusional plate
rearrangements will tend to retard this process. Such limitations
may be further provided by sorbed penetrants, as discussed inmore
detail in section 4.4.

4.3.2. Generalized effects of slit bypass pores on CMS transport
properties

Although slit bypass pores will create less selective diffusion
pathways, these imperfect joints may provide advantages in some
cases, especially the slightly larger slit bypass pores, as compared to
normally formed slits within micropore walls. By comprising the
upper end of the ultramicropore distribution, the area fraction of
such slit bypass pores relevant to a specific gas-pair separation de-
pends on the critical dimensions of the gas molecules. As depicted in
Fig. 7, the smaller molecule CO2 (3.3 Å minimum dimension) has
access to a much higher area fraction of slit bypass pores compared
to CH4 (3.8 Å minimum dimension). Consequently, subtle tight-
ening of these features leads to a more pronounced P/L decline for
CH4, compared to CO2 thereby explaining the rise in diffusion
selectivity with aging. The processing conditions of CMS signifi-
cantly affect the area fractions of the slit bypass pores ð∅Ai;sbp

Þ along
with the penetrant diffusion coefficients ðDi;sbpÞ through them, and
we envision three key cases:

(i) According to Adams et al., evolution of by-products fromCMS
begins at around 500 �C with the release of CHF3, HF etc.,
accompanied by loss ofmethyl and carbonyl groups [27]. This
chemically active stage involves a tendency to straighten
linear aromatic segments and therefore stress-induced
chemical fragmentation at entanglements is anticipated,
during which strand formation and plate organization can
proceed. Without further processing, the slit bypass pores
would enable Knudsen diffusion if continuously percolating
paths exist, when the area fraction ð∅Ai;sbp

Þ of such pores is
relatively high. Nevertheless, during thermal soak and cool-
ing transition beyond Knudsen properties can occur to pro-
vide attractive selectivities, noted earlier in section 4.1.

(ii) More extreme processing (e.g., longer soak times, very high
pyrolysis temperatures etc.) may lead to highly tightened slit
bypass pores, or even complete elimination of such edge
defect features. In such cases, ð∅Ai;sbp

Þ accessible to CO2 & CH4
would be negligible and ðDi;sbp � Di;slitÞ for both the pene-
trants with extremely high separation factors, but lower
productivities.

(iii) A desirable intermediate stage between these extreme con-
ditions offers tuning opportunities for slit bypass pores.
Specifically, for the 550 �C/2-h soak protocol considered in
this article, Di;Knudsen >Di;sbp >Di;slit for both CO2 & CH4. As a
thermally activated process, the tendency to “heal” subtle
edge imperfections is limited under 35 �C testing conditions.
Despite being inhibited, this tendency still exists with low
strand and/or plate diffusion coefficients, enabling gradual
tightening of these imperfections as seen by productivity loss
with selectivity gain. Such a phenomenon is schematically
illustrated in Fig. 8. A recent study by Adams et al. [27],
suggests the presence of pyrrole and pyridinic groups for
550 �C/UHP Argon CMS. We speculate that slit bypass pores’
tightening may be driven by these pyrrole-pyrrole/pyrrole-
pyridine/pyridine-pyridine attractive interactions [28e30].
Depending on processing, Di;sbp could be orders of magnitude
higher than Di;slit (~10
�8 cm2/s), implying that ð∅Ai;sbp

Þ must
be very low for both CO2 & CH4 (possibly in ppm levels) for
the membrane to achieve its precise separation and attrac-
tive DCO2 (and PCO2) properties.

The above discussion suggests that slit bypass pores can be used
to manipulate physical aging and tune CMS properties via sup-
pression techniques described in section 4.4 of this paper to pro-
vide attractive long-term separation properties.

4.3.3. Ancillary techniques for probing CMS physical aging
Beyond transport-based permeation and sorption-based char-

acterizations, we also characterized these materials using tech-
niques that included CO2 physisorption, Raman spectroscopy and
X-ray diffraction to probe physical aging. However, results
comparing fresh vs. 1-week vacuum aged samples using these
techniques evidently showed that gas molecules are, in fact, the
most sensitive probes of the subtle changes involved in CMS aging.
The data from these experiments, along with the details of the
experimental conditions, are provided in the supplementary in-
formation (Section 5-Fig. S4.) Analysis of fresh and aged CMS hol-
low fibers using CO2 physisorption (0 �C) were consistent with our
sorption results and showed no significant changes in the micro-
porous regimes (Fig. S4(a)). Small changes in the ultramicropores
were apparent, which agree with our vision that physical aging is
primarily controlled by ultramicropores. However, more specific
details distinguishing between “normal” slits vs. slit bypass pores
cannot be reliably obtained by this technique.

Raman spectra of both the fresh and vacuum aged CMS dense
films showed the characteristic D (1350 cm�1) and G (1580-
1590 cm�1) peaks (Fig. S4(b)) [27,31]. However, no change in the ID/
IG ratios were apparent under these conditions, showing that subtle
sub-Å changes cannot be probed by Raman.

Similarly, X-ray diffraction measurements did not reveal any
significant structural changes in the fresh and aged CMS samples
(Fig. S4(c)) either. Indeed, this technique is not suitable for probing
subtle changes in such disordered, amorphous materials.

Although just 18-h of vacuum exposure led to a 60% reduction in
CO2 P/L with 56% selectivity gain, as noted in section 4.1, the above
conventional techniques are not sensitive enough to record such
changes. Therefore, the results reported from these experiments
support our earlier findings wherein we concluded that
ultramicropore-driven changes are most accurately described by
transport-based measurements compared to spectroscopic or
microscopic characterizations [5,27,32].

4.4. Suppression of CMS physical aging

4.4.1. CMS module storage
Physical aging in CMS can be effectively controlled by exposing

the membrane to some penetrants like CO2, CH4 or larger hydro-
carbon molecules (C2’s, C3’s etc.). While low-pressure N2 storage
leads to a 30% drop in CO2 P/L’s in 3 weeks, storage under 100 psig
CO2 maintains ~95% of the initial P/L, as shown in Fig. 9b. Similar
results have also been shown earlier by Wenz [33]. Exposure to the
larger more condensable C3H6 suppresses physical aging with only
28 psia of feed, with ~90% of the P/L retained over a 3-week period.
Aging suppression via C3H6 storagewas also observed byMenendez
et al. [14] on a CMS formed from a different precursor. Our results
with CO2 and C3H6 storage of 6 F 550 �C/UHP Ar CMS are shown in
Fig. 9b&c below and results for individual modules stored under
CO2 and C3H6 environments are provided in the supplementary
sections (Table S2(a&b)).

Note that under both CO2 and C3H6 storage conditions, the
sorbed gas concentration (Sorption isotherms at 25 �C provided in



Fig. 8. Proposed mechanism of physical aging in CMS membranes involving slit bypass pores tightening.

Fig. 9. (a) Schematic representation of hypothetical slit bypass pores suppression via CO2 storage, (b)Transport properties of “fresh” CMS membrane and “3 weeks CO2-stored” CMS
membranes and(c)Transport properties of “fresh” CMS membrane and “3 weeks C3”-stored” CMS membranes.
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Fig. S5(a&b)) is below saturation. This observation implies that it is
apparently adequate to have a continuous locally-exchanging self-
diffusion movement of gas molecules through these slit bypass
pores for aging suppression. The suppression of slit bypass pores via
CO2 storage is schematically shown in Fig. 9a; a very similar sce-
nario could be envisioned with C3H6 storage. These results suggest
that the module storage conditions could be further optimized by
minimizing the storage pressure requirements and these optimi-
zation studies are part of our ongoing work.

The above results indicate that manipulation of slit bypass pores
by sorption of appropriately “condensable” but easily removable
agents is an attractive scalable approach to retain the excellent
performance of CMSmembranes. Such techniques will be useful for
module shipment or storage prior to installment in actual industrial
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operations.

4.4.2. Long-term permeation tests on CMS membranes
The preceding results on suppression of physical aging using

condensable sorbates suggests good operational stability is ex-
pected during long-term CO2/CH4 mixed gas tests. Results from
such a study are shown in Fig. 10, where three CMS hollow fiber
modules were tested under 300 psia 50:50 CO2/CH4 mixed gas at
35 �C for ~2 months. The modules were tested with mixed gas once
a week while actively permeating 300 psia pure CO2 between
mixed gas tests to avoid excessive mixed gas consumptionwith the
high-productivity modules. The pure gas permeabilities were
calculated using the permeation fluxes measured during such 300
psia pure gas CO2 testing. As expected, after an initial ~10 days of
stabilization period, the CMS membranes essentially stabilized
with attractive mixed gas performances of 150 GPU with CO2/CH4
separation factor¼ 58. (It should be noted that the GC measure-
ment on day 1 was inadvertently done with vacuum downstream,
which led to a somewhat overestimated selectivity value. We have
therefore removed the mixed-gas CO2 P/L and selectivity values
from day 1, while still retaining the pure CO2 P/L. Clearly the trend
in CO2 P/L reductionwith time is the same for both pure and mixed
gas cases. This oversight was corrected in all subsequent mixed gas
measurements.)

We hypothesize that the initial stabilization period in Fig. 10
reflects aspects of the mechanism discussed in Section 4.3. Spe-
cifically, the distributed nature expected for slit bypass pore sizes
suggest that some of these pores are onlymarginally larger than the
“normal” slits formed during the dynamic plate formation
described in Fig. 7. In this case, strong attractive edge interactions
existing between plates containing slit bypass pores may show
retarded, but incomplete inhibition to tightening. Compared to the
�10% drop in CO2 P/L for the 114 psia CO2 storage conditions
described earlier, the 60% drop in initial P/L during testing in Fig. 10
was initially surprising. This trend presumably reflects subtle dif-
ferences in experimental conditions in these two cases. Specifically:

(i) In all experiments described earlier (Sections 4.1 & 4.4), the
membraneswere tested under “constant volume permeation
modes” vs. “constant pressure mode” typical of the contin-
uous feed tests. Constant volume permeation experiments
require ~1 h of vacuum exposure to verify low leak-rates,
Fig. 10. Long-term constant pressure permeation test on CMS hollow fibers performed
with 300 psia 50:50 CO2:CH4 mixture and T¼ 35 �C. (A colour version of this figure can
be viewed online.)
followed by bore-side vacuum exposure throughout the
duration of the experiment. We had anticipated that this
initial vacuum exposure could lead to early stabilization in
the CMS membrane, therefore leading to lower percentage
drops in CO2 P/L. However, as shown in Fig. S6 in the sup-
plementary information, no significant differences in per-
formance stability were observed in case of membranes with
vacuum exposure vs. membranes without vacuum exposure.
We therefore believe, a second subtle difference explains the
more dramatic early time drop in Fig. 10.

(ii) During storage under CO2 or C3H6 (Fig. 9) both the shell and
bore sides of the modules were maintained under pressur-
ized conditions. Unlike storage, however, during long-term
constant pressure tests, the membrane downstream was
maintained at only atmospheric pressure. This suggests that
a smaller % loss may result for higher downstream permeate
conditions in general. This factor appears to be the dominant
cause for better performance stability observed in 100 psig
CO2-stored CMS membranes vs. membranes under constant
permeationmodes. Such time-consuming, while useful tests,
are beyond the scope of the current study. Fortunately, many
practical separations, including natural gas separation, are
carried out with downstream pressure >1 atm [34].

As noted in the introduction, aging in conventional glassy
polymer membranes show different physical aging than seen here
for CMS. For example, in the case of polyethylene furanoate,
permeability reduction in aged samples was shown to occur due to
concurrent reduction in both solubility and diffusivity as opposed
to the diffusion dominated responses for CMS here [24]. However,
for semi-rigid polymers like polymers of intrinsic microporosity
(e.g., PIM-1), the permeability loss due to aging is primarily
attributed to reduced diffusion coefficients, without any significant
change in the sorption coefficients [25]. Therefore, the aging
mechanism in these semi-rigid materials is quite similar to that of
CMS membranes. However, in terms of the overall transport
properties, PIM-1 membranes lack the subtle entropic discrimina-
tion abilities of CMS which ultimately results in lower CO2/CH4
diffusion selectivities in PIMs [35].

Finally, opportunities to increase permeances of asymmetric
CMSmembranes by reducing the selective layer thickness to�1 mm
[36,37] require study with regard to aging. Although physical aging
in glassy polymers and CMS both involve morphological rear-
rangements, details of the two cases may be quite different with
regards to selective layer thicknessdespecially due to the presence
of the so-called “hyperskin” for CMS materials mentioned earlier
[26]. Clearly aging and aging suppression are separate but funda-
mentally related topics whose intersection need to be clarified to
use the exciting family of CMS membranes as game-changing new
features on the separation landscape.

5. Summary and conclusions

A new feature viz. slit bypass pores is disclosed and discussed in
this article. Use of this new feature provides a tool to control
physical aging in CMS membranes. Deconvolution of diffusion and
sorption coefficients of these membranes illustrated that physical
aging is primarily a diffusion-dominated process. The slit bypass
pores, which, we believe, represent the edge imperfections be-
tween the ultramicroporous plates, tighten over time, thereby
reducing penetrant diffusion coefficients. Subtle changes in these
features, in fact, affect the larger penetrant CH4 more than the
compact CO2, thereby raising diffusion selectivities with aging. A
hypothetical mechanism to explain the formation and evolution of
these features was used to guide manipulation and precise tuning
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to engineer penetrant diffusion coefficients. This new tool enables
effective suppression of physical aging during storage and transport
of membranemodules. Moreover, under realistic continuous mixed
gas testing conditions, 6FDA:BPDA-DAM-derived CMS membranes
showed excellent long-term separation performances. Fundamen-
tally, the discovery of slit bypass pores opens new avenues for
precise tuning of CMS properties and has important implications
for larger hydrocarbon separations.
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